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Introduction
The  Napoleonic  period  is one of the most studied,  
researched and played periods in wargaming. It’s an 
era of heroic actions, unique personalities, flamboyant 
uniforms, big battles and countless small engagements. 
Song of Drums and Shakos takes you to the 
middle of these unnamed, forgotten by History 
rear-guard clashes, focussing on the common 
soldier and giving him the Glory he deserves.
 To play this game, you will need 3 six-sided dice (d6), a 
few miniatures in any consistent scale, three measuring 
sticks (50mm, 80mm and 120mm for 15mm) and a 
play surface of 60cm x 60cm.  You will also need scenic 
material to represent hills, trees, fences and buildings.  
You can just use some paper outlines laid out on the 
battlefield if you do not have well crafted terrain. 

Game length
Once you know the rules, a game requires about 45 
minutes.

Scale and conventions
SDS recreates the battles of small groups of 
soldiers in the Napoleonic Era (1796-1815). 
In this period, French Armies and their enemies were 
usually organized in Corps of 2-3 Divisions, each made 
of two or more Brigades. Several Battalions composed 
a Brigade, and each French Battalion comprised six 
Companies. SDS focuses on actions of what we’ll call 
a Squad, i.e. a unit of about a dozen men. The authors 
play with 15mm miniatures mounted on round bases 
although the game can be easily played with larger scales. 
The rules are written for two players but it’s possible to 
play with more using a card driven initiative system.  Write 
each player’s name on a card, shuffle the cards, and then 
draw the top card to determine whose turn it is. Once 
all cards have been drawn and all players have acted, the 
turn ends, the cards are reshuffled and a new turn begins.

The nominal ground scale with 15mm models is 
10mm=1 yard. One model represents one soldier. 
All distances and ranges are measured with three 
measurement sticks labeled Short (50mm), Medium 
(80mm) or Long (120mm). Pre-measuring (checking 
a range before declaring an attack or a movement) is 
allowed. Players may measure distances at any time. 
If you play with 20/25/28mm models, the playing 

surface should be 90x90cm and measurement 
sticks should be 75mm, 120mm and 180mm. 
For 40mm or larger models, the playing surface should 
be 120x120cm and the measurement sticks should be 
100mm, 160mm and 240mm.

Profiles
Every model is described in game terms by a profile. 
Here is a sample profile:

French Line Infantryman
Points 26   Quality 4+  Combat 2 
Weapons: Musket  Special rules: none

Points: this is the cost of the soldier. Better soldiers cost 
more points.

Quality: this is an overall representation of the soldier’s 
willingness to fight, reaction speed, initiative, drill and 
morale. It is the minimum number that can be rolled on 
a die to activate the soldier, so the lower the number, the 
better.  In other words, a model with a Quality of 4+ will 
activate (act) on the die roll of a 4 or better.

When it is your turn, you nominate a soldier that you 
are trying to activate. You can roll one, two or three 
activation dice – you choose how many dice to roll. Every 
roll that is equal to or better than the model’s Quality is 
a success.  Every roll that is lower is a failure. A roll of 1 
is always a failure and a roll of 6 is always a success when 
attempting a Quality roll. 
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You get to perform one action for every success.  If you 
roll two or more failures, the turn passes to your opponent 
(after the soldier acts on its one success, if it had one), who 
gets to nominate one of his soldiers and try to activate 
it.  It is generally wise to start acting with the soldiers 
with the best (lowest) Quality target numbers.  Deciding 
who to activate, and how many dice to roll, will often be 
important tactical choices.

Combat: this is a measure of how well the soldier fights: 
the higher the number the better. In hand-to-hand 
combat, this value is added to the result of a die roll and 
is compared to the opponent’s Combat plus the result 
of a die roll. In ranged combat, the weapon modifier 
of the shooting model is also added. Special rules and 
situational modifiers may influence combat.  For example, 
it is harder to fire against an enemy crouching behind a 
hedge.  Anyone firing at him will have a -1 Cover modifier, 
representing the difficulty of hitting an enemy who is only 
partially visible.

Weapons: the hand-to-hand weapon and firearm (if any) 
the model is armed with.

Special rules: this catchall category includes all the 
extra abilities of a soldier. Every special rule describes 
something that the soldier can do in addition to its basic 
profile. Some special rules are detrimental (for example, 
Slow soldiers move less frequently than others) and 
decrease the soldier’s point value.   

Basic Rules
For Players of Song of Blades and Heroes

This game is based on the “Song of Blades” rules engine. 
The activation, Morale and Combat mechanics will 
be familiar to Players of SBH, while other concepts 
– designed to give the Napoleonic flavor – will be 
new. Group moves, for example, are handled slightly 
differently in SDS.  A Leader can give multiple group 
orders and the group activation can take place between 
the Leader’s actions.  A SBH player will have to learn a 
few new rules but will gain back hours of fun and maybe 
a new favorite period for wargaming.  Starting with a 
skirmish set lets you start with minimal investment in 
terms of models, painting time and terrain. The authors 
are working on an army-level version of these rules for 
simulating the bigger conflicts of the Napoleonic era.

Choose Nationality and Models
Both players select which side they wish to play (France 
or Austria, Prussia, Russia, Great Britain) and then 
“design” their squad, buying soldiers from a roster of 
profiles for their chosen nationality. Players must agree 
beforehand who will play the  “French” but once this is 
done, soldiers should be selected secretly. In a standard 
game, the total point value of all models in each squad 
must not exceed 400. Experienced players may opt to 
play with higher point totals.

Determine Attacker and Defender
Both players roll a die adding +1 to the result for each 
model with the Scout special rule in their Squad.  The 
player with the highest total decides if he wants to attack 
or defend.  Re-roll ties.

Lay out the Terrain
The defender lays out the terrain, setting up the tabletop 
and adding scenic features according to the following rules 
and tables or the scenario rules.   The defender decides 
if he will place all features on the table immediately as 
they are generated or all at once after all of the features 
are generated.  Both methods are legal.  
There are several different terrain features that are 
generated by these tables: area terrain features, linear 
obstacles, buildings, trees, and so on.
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AreaTerrain Features can be from 1Short (min.) x 1Short 
(min.) to 1 Long (max.) x 1 Long (max.). Area features 
do not have to be square. Linear obstacles (such as fences, 
hedges and low walls) are all 1 Short maximum.
Buildings should all be 1 Medium x 1 Medium 
maximum.
A tree is just that: a single tree. It generally is large enough 
to provide cover for one model only.
“d3” means roll a six-sided die (d6) and halve the result 
(1 and 2 = 1, 3 and 4 = 2, 5 and 6 = 3).

Divide the playing surface in four quarters. For the first 
(upper left) quarter, roll a die:

1 woods Roll again: on 1-3 add that number 
of trees, on 4-6 a wooded Area.

2 1 building Add 1 Building.

3 rough Add a rough Area.

4-6 none

Then, going clockwise, roll twice for the second (upper 
right) quarter:

1 woods Roll again: on 1-3 add that number 
of trees, on 4-6 a wooded Area.

2 1 building Add 1 Building.

3 rough Add a rough Area.

4 fences Add d3 fences (Linear)

5-6 none

Again, going clockwise, roll twice for the third quarter:

1 woods Roll again: on 1-3 add that number 
of trees, on 4-6 a wooded Area.

2 1 building Add 1 Building.

3 rough Add a rough Area.

4 fences Add d3 fences (Linear)
5 low walls Add d3 low walls (Linear)

6 none

Finally, roll 3 times for the last quarter:

1 Woods Roll again: on 1-3 add the number 
of trees, on 4-6 a wooded Area.

2 Rough Add a rough Area

3 Building Add 1 Building

4 Fences Add d3 fences (Linear)

5 Low walls Add d3 low walls (Linear)

6 Small hill Add a small hill Area.

The third (and last) terrain feature can be placed in 
the first quarter instead (defender’s choice). All terrain 
features must be placed at least 1Short from any other 
terrain feature.
If playing a scenario, the defender must abide by the 
scenario’s rules on terrain placement. 

Deploy models
The attacker decides which side of the table he will be 
entering from.  Unless otherwise required by the scenario, 
the defender deploys his troops on the opposite side.  
Unless otherwise instructed by the scenario, models are 
deployed within a Medium distance from the table edge. 
After the defender has deployed, the attacker does the 
same.
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Initiative
Both players roll a die. The highest die roll gets the 
Initiative. Re-roll ties. Note that Initiative is rolled 
only in the first turn of play. After the first turn, players 
alternate activating their Squads as described below in 
the Activation procedure.

Activation
The player with the Initiative nominates one of his 
models, and rolls one, two or three dice to activate it. 
The player chooses how many dice to roll. The roll(s) 
is/are made against the model’s Quality. The model can 
act according to the number of successes rolled:  

Successes rolled Possible actions
1 failure  Model performs no action; player may 

nominate another model and try to 
activate it

1 success  Model performs one action, then player  
nominates another model and rolls to 
activate it

1 success, 1 
failure 

 Model performs one action, then player  
nominates another model and rolls to 
activate it

1 success, 2 
failures 

 Model performs one action, then play  
passes to the opponent 

2 or 3 failures  Model performs no actions, play passes to 
the opponent

2 successes  Model performs  2 actions, then player  
nominates another model and rolls to 
activate it

2 successes, 1 
failure

 Model performs  2 actions, then player  
nominates another model and rolls to 
activate it

3 successes  Model performs 3 actions, after that the 
player nominates another model and rolls 
to activate it

The table is easier than it looks. Regardless of the number 
of dice you roll, you are entitled to one action per 
success rolled. But if at any point you roll two failures, 
play passes to the opponent. In all other cases, you can 
nominate another model and try to activate it (unless all 
your models have already been activated!).  

When rolling for activation, a roll of 1 is always a 
failure, and a roll of 6 is always a success.
When all of a player’s models have been activated, on 
whenever the acting player rolls 2 or 3 failures in the 
same dice roll, play passes to the opponent. Note that 
Initiative is not rolled again -- players simply alternate 
activating their models until they roll a double failure  or 
until all of their models have been activated.

Ending the Game
Play continues until one side breaks, a player decides 
to withdraw or specific scenario victory conditions are 
met.
A Squad breaks in the following circumstances:
- If a Squad commander (Officer or NCO) is still 
present, when only one model remains with him, and 
the opponent has more models on the table;
- If the Squad commander (Officer or NCO) has been 
killed, wounded or run off the table, when there are two 
or less models remaining, regardless of the number of the 
opponent’s models.
In one off games, a Player can simply declare his 
withdrawal, thus ending the game.

Activated Models
An activated model can perform one, two or three actions. 
Actions can be used to move, reload or attack, but no 
model can make more than one attack (hand-to-hand 
or ranged) per turn. Models may spend one extra action 
on an attack (hand-to-hand or ranged) to decrease their 
opponent’s Combat value by 1 (performing a carefully 
aimed shot with a ranged weapon or striking a powerful 
blow with a hand-to-hand weapon).

Grouup Actions
A Leader (and only a Leader) may give an order to 2-
6 models to move as a group. The models must be in 
base to base contact with each other and be within Long 
distance of the Leader. The Leader must be activated 
before a group can move. The Leader spends one action 
to give the group move order. When giving Group 
orders, the Leader’s actions can be done in any order the 
Player wishes.  It is possible to give an order to a Group, 
dice for the Group activation(s) and perform them, 
and then use a second action of the Leader to follow 
up. This is the only exception to the rule stating that 
you have to complete all actions with a model before 
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activating another model. The Group action is therefore 
interrupting the normal chain of events; if activating for 
the Group causes a turnover, the Leader cannot act again 
that turn.

The grouped models may move and act in any way the 
player wants. The group makes only one activation roll 
(on one, two or three dice as normal) but uses the worst 
Quality in the group. So if you have a group of three Veteran 
Infantrymen with Q3+ and a Conscript with Q4+, you 
must roll against a 4+. If the roll(s) is/are successful, all 
the models in the group are entitled to move, reload, or 
attack, as normal. It is NOT mandatory that all models 
in a group perform the same action. A Leader can give 
more than 1 Group Order in a turn.

Group Action: Regroup 
The leader can give a Regroup order to any number 
of models within Long distance from him. Giving the 
Regroup order costs one action to the Leader. There’s 
no need for the models to be adjacent. All models that 
are part of the regroup order act as a group move (thus 
they are activated on a single roll using the worst Quality 
in the group) and must end their move in base to base 
contact with at least another member of the group. 
During a Regroup order, models cannot attack or shoot, 
but they can reload, if they have enough actions. 

Group Action: Volley Fire
A group of soldiers may concentrate fire against a target 
to increase their chances of bringing him down (firing 
a Volley). A Leader must spend an Action to give the 
Volley fire order. The shooters must be within the Leader’s 
command radius (Long) and in base to base contact with 
each other. Up to six models may participate in a Volley. 
Instead of making a combat roll for every shooter, make 
a single die roll, using the worst firing weapon/combat 
modifier in the group of shooters. No aimed fire is 
allowed, and if the fire causes Ammo depletion, it will 
affect just 1 model – the owner chooses which one.
 The target receives -1 on its Combat score for every 
shooter beyond the first. All models firing a Volley end 
up with discharged weapons.
Example: an Officer orders a group of three French 
Infantrymen (Combat 2, Musket +2) to shoot at an 
Austrian Officer (Combat 2) at short range. Assuming the 
Officer makes its Activation roll and the French soldiers 
make theirs, they will roll 1d6 +2 (their Combat score) +2 
(for the musket), and the Austrian Officer will roll 1d6 +2 
(Combat) -2 (2 infantrymen firing beyond the first). In the 
same case above, if one model of the firing group is over 1 
Long range, the whole group will fire with just +1 for the 
Musket double range (Combat 2, Musket +1). 

All other modifiers are applied as normal. If a modifier 
applies to anyone in the group, it applies to Volley Fire as 
well. For example, if the target counts as under cover for 
one of the shooters, it counts as under cover for Volley 
Fire  too.

Group Action: Shoot and Reload
Another special group action, “Shoot and Reload” can be 
done only by even groups of soldiers (2, 4 or 6) arranged 
in a front and a second line. All soldiers must have a 
loaded weapon at the start of the turn. Shoot and Reload 
allows the player to have his front line models fire, and 
then exchange their weapons with the second line.  
This action will result in the front line having loaded 
weapons immediately after it fired and a second line 
with discharged weapons. It takes 2 actions to perform a 
Shoot and Reload. No aimed shots are allowed as this is 
a special case of the Volley Fire group action. Remember 
that in any case no model can attack more than once in 
a single turn.
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Performing Actions
To summarize, any model can “spend” the successes 
rolled on its activation Quality roll performing actions, 
as follows:

Action       Cost 
Move once (walk)    1 action 
Move twice (sprint)    2 actions
Move three times (run)    3 actions
Short Move through dense terrain  2 actions 
Attack in hand-to-hand combat  1 action
Powerful hand-to-hand  attack   2 actions
Attack with a ranged weapon   1 action 
Aimed Shot with a ranged weapon    2 actions
Disengaging from hand-to-hand combat 2 actions
Mount/dismount from a horse   1 action
Pick up a fallen Flag/weapon   1 action
Reload a firearm     2 actions
Shoot & Reload Group action    2 actions
Standing up after a fall    1 action
Place a ladder     1 action
Push away a ladder    1 action
Bash a door     1 action

Movement
Most foot soldiers have Medium move.  This means a 
soldier (model) can move from one end to the other of 
a Medium stick by spending one action. A few models 
could be undrilled or used to a slower pace, and therefore 
be able to move less than Medium. These models have 
the Short Movement special rule in their profile. All 
cavalry models have the “Mounted” Special Rule that 
allows them to use Long movement.
A model can move less than the full distance if desired, or 
not move at all. Movement can not be broken in smaller 
steps (i.e. you can not move “half ” of a Long stick, turn 
the model and then move the other half ). You can put 
the measuring stick down on the tabletop and move the 
model from where it is now to any point along the stick, 
but if you want to do any changes of directions you have 
to use another action. In practical play, the only case 
when this matters is when you need to run past a corner 
or a foe. 
Note that there is no such thing as “free” or “automatic” 
move in this game. A model’s movement is always 
performed because the player spends one or more 
actions doing so. See also Fleeing models in the Morale 
Section.

Broken and Impassable Terrain
If a model moves through any sort of difficult ground or 
if the model wants to jump over an obstacle, its speed 
is reduced by one category (Long movement becomes 
Medium, Medium becomes Short, and Short needs two 
actions to move).   Examples of difficult terrain include 
marsh, rubble, sand, snow or wooded areas.  Examples 
of obstacles include low walls and fences.  For purposes 
of the game, cavalry cannot move into buildings or enter 
wooded areas.
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Friendly Interpenetration
Models can freely move through friendly models. This 
includes fleeing moves and models recoiling through 
friends. If a model’s movement is not enough to clear the 
base of the friendly model, the model must stop before 
crossing it.  No model gets additional free movement by 
sliding through friendly bases.
Exceptions to the above rule are indoor spaces (houses, 
farms), narrow passages (bridge, tunnel) and friends 
engaged in hand-to-hand combat. In these circumstances, 
the model cannot pass through if there’s no physical 
space to do it.  If an infantryman is standing at a door, 
friendly models can not get past him and run into the 
room. If there is any doubt, use the size of the model’s 
base to determine if a model can move through a narrow 
space which is partially occupied by other models.

Moving Through Doors
Regardless of a model’s movement, a move always stops 
when a model reaches a door or an opening, or when 
the model has to jump over an obstacle such as a pile 
of rubble. The model is assumed to stop at the door 
and open it, or cautiously observe the situation before 
stepping through an opening.  Some scenarios may 
feature locked or stuck doors.

Bashing Down Doors 

and Other Linear Features
At the cost of 1 action, a model may try to bash down 
a locked door. Treat this as a hand-to-hand combat 
between the model and the terrain feature.  All modifiers 
apply. Doors and other features have the following 
“Combat” values: Fence C1, Door C2, Timber wall C3, 
pile of stone rubble C3. The opponent rolls dice for the 
feature and combat is resolved normally.
If the model loses the “combat” nothing happens. The 
door or obstacle remains intact.
If the model wins without doubling the feature, the 
feature has been damaged. Decrease the feature’s Combat 
value by 1.
In both these cases the model can try to attack the 
feature again if it has actions remaining.  If the feature 
was damaged, the lowered Combat score is used.

If the model wins by doubling or trebling the features 
score, it bashed the door, or, in case of timber walls or 
piles of stone rubble, it has opened a breach, which 
allows a man to pass through.
Engineers (see p. 17) have +1 to their Combat for 
purposes of this roll.
Brick and stone walls cannot be destroyed this way. 

 Stairs
Stairs count as broken terrain when moving up and as 
normal terrain when moving down. If a model makes 
more than one move per turn on stairs, the owning player 
must make a Quality roll against the model’s quality on 
one die.  If he fails, the model falls at the end of the move 
or at the end of the stairs (whichever comes first).

Ladders
Ladders also count as broken terrain. It takes one action 
to place the ladder against a wall. If a model does more 
than one move per turn on ladders, the owning player 
must make a Quality roll against the model’s quality on 
one die.  If the roll fails, the model falls.  Ladders used 
in SDS are maximum 1Short.   Therefore no model will 
ever need to end its move in the middle of a ladder. 
An enemy model at the high end of a ladder can push 
the ladder away using 1 action. A model may use one 
action to pick up the ladder and place it again against 
the wall.

Falling Damage
If a model falls when at the edge of a cliff, bridge wall, 
ladder or other elevated structure, the owning player 
must make a Quality roll against the model’s quality: 
on one die if the falling distance is Short, two dice if the 
falling distance is Medium, or three dice if the falling 
distance is Long. 
On any failure, the model is wounded and is out of action.  
Complete success means that, on its next turn, the model 
will need two actions to stand up (this is an exception to 
the standard "standing up" rule which requires only one 
action to stand up). When dicing for falling damage, the 
Leader bonus (if any) does not count. Wearing a cuirass 
also confers no bonus.
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Hand-to-Hand Combat
To perform hand-to-hand combat a soldier must be 
adjacent (in base-to-base contact) with an enemy soldier.  
Combat is simultaneous.  Either model involved in the 
fight may kill, wound, push away or knock down the 
other model.  Each player rolls one die and adds their 
model’s Combat score.  Compare the two totals.  

If the result is a tie, nothing happens.  The combatants 
studied each other moves or parried each other’s blows. 
If one side has a higher total but not at least double 
then:
1)the losing side is knocked off balance if the winning 
die is even or
2) the losing side is forced to recoil if winning die is 
odd.
If the winner doubles his opponent’s score, he has scored 
a wound. The wounded model is incapacitated for the 
duration of the Scenario. The model is removed from 
the table.  A wounded model counts as eliminated for 
victory condition purposes. Players can use a casualty 
model to show a wounded soldier. 
If the winner trebles an opponent’s score, he has scored 
an instant kill.  This can potentially spread fear among 
Green troops (see the Morale section) as they are not 
accustomed to the violence of combat.

Weapons in Hand-to-Hand Combat
The default hand-to-hand weapon of the Napoleonic 
period was the Musket, used as a club or used like a spear 
with a fixed bayonet. Hand-to-hand weapons have no 
combat bonus per se but weapon quality and reach can 
influence the combat. 
When two opposing models use the same weapon there 
is no modifier to the combat roll. If two models fight 
with different Hand-to-hand weapons, the one with the 
better weapon will fight at +1. Hand-to-hand weapons 
are (from better to worst): Lance, Halberd/Pike, Sword, 
Musket, Axe. Example: a Lance is better than any other 
weapon, a Sword is better than a Musket used as a club or 
spear and so on.

Better Weapon Winning Combat
If a model wins a combat with a better weapon, without 
wounding or killing its enemy, the opponent always falls 
(i.e. do not consider even or odd unmodified dice roll). 

Better Weapon Losing Combat
If a model loses a combat using a better weapon, without 
being wounded or killed by its enemy, its total (modified) 
die roll is decreased by a further -1. 
Note that it is possible to be wounded after this modifier 
is applied. Example: Model A has C 2 and +1 for a better 
weapon, Model B has C 2. A rolls a 1, B rolls a 5: A is 
beaten, but not doubled (4 to 7) but – having lost a combat 
using a better weapon – must subtract a further -1. The 
total is 3 to 7: A is doubled and therefore wounded.

 Hand-to-Hand Combat Modifiers 
Fighting against more than one enemy: -1 per every 
adjacent model above the first
Performing a powerful attack (2 actions needed): -1 to 
the opponent’s Combat score 
Ambush bonus: +1
Fighting against a fallen enemy: +2
Mounted Model against foot model: +1
Defending an obstacle or fighting from an elevated 
position: +1
Fighting with a Better weapon: +1
Mounted model fighting in rough ground or against any 
model in rough or woods: -1
Model is carrying a Flag (including models with Flag 
Bearer special rule): -1
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Ambush 
An ambusher is a model that starts the turn hiding 
(completely hidden, not just protected by some cover) 
in woods or some other scenic feature. Ambushers attack 
in close combat at +1 in any turn which they started 
hidden (they rush out of their hiding place to surprise 
their opponents).

Powerful Attack
A model may perform a powerful attack by spending 
two actions. The opponent will be at -1 on his Combat. 

score.Fallen/Models
A model falls to the ground, or is thrown off balance 
(lay the miniature on its back) when its opponent wins a 
Combat with an even, unmodified result on the die. In 
other words, you fall or are thrown off balance if you 
loose a Combat in which the opponent has rolled a 2, 
4 or a 6.
A fallen/off balance model is still actively fighting.  It can 
attack any adjacent models normally in hand-to-hand 
combat and can support the attack of a friendly model 
(i.e., it gives -1 in combat to the opponent).  But the 
model is at the mercy of its enemies, and is attacked at 
+2.  If the opponent wins a combat (even by one point) 
then the fallen/off balance model is out of action.  A 
fallen model may be activated and spend one action to 
stand up/recover. 

Recoiling Models
A model must recoil when its opponent wins a Combat 
and the winning die result is a 1, 3 or 5.  The recoiling 
model must be moved one base width directly away 
from his opponent.  The owning player decides the exact 
direction of the recoil. If the recoil brings the model in 
contact with any active opponent, the enemy model gets 
one “free hack”.  This is rolled like a normal attack but 
only the recoiling model can suffer damage.
A model may recoil through a friendly model but must 
be able to occupy its own space at the end of the recoil 
move. If this is not possible, the model falls. Note that 
if the recoiling model was in hand-to-hand combat with 
multiple attackers, he does NOT receive free hacks from 
the supporters of the model causing his recoil. In other 
words, recoiling is considered a conscious, tactical retreat. 
The recoiling model has been forced to give ground to its 
opponents but is still able to fight effectively.

Recoiling from Multiple Attackers
Recoiling can be tricky when you are attacked by more 
than 1 enemy models.  As a general guideline to making 
a correct recoil move, draw imaginary lines going from 
center to center of all attacking models. If this lines touch 
(even partially) the lone defender’s base, it cannot recoil 
and must fall instead. 

Insufficient Space to Recoil 
If there’s no space to recoil (for example, if the model 
is completely surrounded by enemies, or is at the table 
edge, or is with its back against an impassable scenic 
feature such as a tree or a wall), the recoiling model 
automatically falls to the ground.
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Leaving Hand-to-Hand Combat
A model that wants to leave a combat can do so freely if 
all adjacent opponents have fallen. 
Disengaging from active opponents is risky. The model 
must spend two actions to disengage (one action to break 
away from the opponent, and another to actually move 
away from him) and receives one “free hack” attack from 
each adjacent opponent. This is rolled as a normal attack 
but only the retreating model can suffer damage. If the 
disengaging model wins the die roll(s), he is free to move 
away from the opponent. Mounted troops leaving hand-
to-hand engagement with foot soldiers are immune to 
Free Hacks.

Cavalry Charging Infantry
To make a cavalry charge against an infantry model in the 
open, first nominate a cavalry model and then nominate 
an infantry model in the open as the target.  The infantry 
model makes a Morale test on 3 dice applying all normal 
modifiers plus the following:
Charger has Fear special rule: +1 to target’s Q (unless the 
target is Fearless or has Fear).

With 3 successes, if the target has a loaded weapon, it 
will manage to fire at the charger and fight the ensuing 
hand-to-hand combat with its ranged combat value (i.e. 
its Combat score + Weapon modifier). If its weapon is 
discharged (or the model is unarmed), it will fight using 
its normal Combat value (Combat score). Do not forget 
to apply the Mounted and Better Weapon modifiers.
With 1 or 2 failures, the target will fight the ensuing 
hand-to-hand combat normally (i.e. using its Combat 
score and its hand-to-hand weapon, even if it has a 
loaded weapon).
With 3 failures, the target flees (it is removed from the 
board).
This represents the reaction of infantry to a cavalry 
charge, firing (if possible) a last shot against the charging 
enemy, or fleeing to safety.

As Cavalry cannot move into buildings and wooded 
areas, no charge is possible (and no Morale test required) 
against Infantry positioned in any terrain that is 
impassable to Cavalry.
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Ranged Combat 
In SDS, most models are shooters. All foot soldiers and 
most cavalry in the Napoleonic Era had a firearm.  Every 
Firearm has a range (Short, Medium or Long) on its 
profile. The target must be within this range to attack 
normally. If the target lies within double the range, the 
attack is at -1 (exception: Rifles fire without penalty at 
double range). If the target  lies at three times the range, 
the shot is at -2 (-1 if Rifles, impossible for carbines 
and pistols). If the target lies beyond that, the shot is 
impossible. For more details, see the Firearms Table on 
p. 15

Ranged combat is resolved like hand-to-hand combat but 
only the target can take damage. Roll a die for the shooter 
and a die for the target, adding their respective Combat 
scores.  The shooter also adds his firearm modifier. 
If the result is a tie, nothing happens. If the shooter wins, 
the target falls to the ground if the winning die score is 
even. If the winner’s die score is odd, the target retreats 
by one base width straight away from the attacker or 
towards the nearest cover if available. 

If the shooter doubles the target’s score, he has scored 
a wound. The opponent model is incapacitated for the 
duration of the Scenario and is removed from the table. 
Alternatively, players can use a casualty model to show a 
wounded soldier. A wounded model counts as eliminated 
for victory condition purposes. 
Trebling an opponent’s score means a instant kill, which 
can potentially spread fear among his Green troops (see 
the Morale section).

Line of Sight
The shooter must be able to trace a line of sight to his 
intended target. Draw a straight line from shooter to 
target and if this line goes through any solid obstacle 
or model, the shot is impossible. The only exception is 
when a shooter is adjacent (in base to base contact) with 
a friendly model. The friendly model does not obscure 
the shooter’s line of sight.  This represents the shooter 
firing over the shoulder of his friend.
If a line of sight passes between two obstacles (for example 
a friendly model and a wall) there must be at least one 
base space between them to be able to shoot.

Targeting Restrictions
The shooter must always shoot at the closest enemy 
model. Exception: The shooter can ignore an enemy 
model that is hiding, has fallen or is protected by cover. 
A shooter can also choose to ignore a foot soldier and 
fire at a cavalryman instead, as mounted models are 
considered more dangerous. If more targets are at the 
same distance, the firer chooses.

No Shooting in or out 

of Hand-to-Hand Combat
In order to shoot, neither the target nor the shooter may 
be engaged in hand-to-hand combat. You can not shoot 
your musket or rifle if someone is hitting you in hand-
to-hand, and you can not shoot someone who is hand-
to-hand combat with one of your friends because you 
might hit your friend. 
If the shooter is in hand-to-hand combat with only 
a fallen foe, the shooter can fire as normal, including 
shooting at the fallen foe. A shooter cannot shoot an 
enemy who is in contact with a fallen friend though, as 
the risk of hitting his friend remains.  
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Firing from Horseback
Cavalry was equipped with firearms, which could be used 
while mounted.  A notable exception was Dragoons who 
could be deployed dismounted from their horses and be 
employed as infantry.  Cavalry models can shoot while 
mounted, but with a -1 (unless firing a bow).

Cover
If a target is visible but partially obscured by a scenic 
item, the model is said to be in cover. Ranged attacks are 
at -1 if the model is behind a fence, a tree or a bush (soft 
cover) and at -2 if the model is behind a wall or boulder 
or in a building (hard cover).  A model completely 
obscured by a scenic feature is not a valid target. 

Shooting at a Fallen Target
When shooting at a fallen target, the attack is made at -1 
unless the target is 1 Short away or less. Beating the fallen 
model’s score by one means wounding it (i.e. removing 
it from play). 

Wooded Areas
Wooded areas represent a particular class of terrain.  They 
always count as broken terrain and reduce movement 
by one category.  In addition, a model outside a wood 
cannot shoot a model inside the wood.  A model inside 
the woods can shoot out of it if it is adjacent to the 
internal edge of the wooded area. A model adjacent to 
the external edge of a wood AND to a model inside the 
wood can shoot the model inside the wood at -1 (cover 
modifier).
Two models that are both inside the wooded area can 
target each other only at Short range and at -1 (cover 
modifier). 

Ammo Depletion
Whenever a shooter rolls an unmodified 1, roll again.  If 
another 1 is rolled, the shooter ran out of ammunition. 
He can not attack in ranged combat. During a Volley fire 
(multiple models shooting as a group) an unmodified 
1 means that just one model (owner’s choice) ran 
out of ammo. Certain scenarios may give players the 
opportunity to replenish ammo.

Reloading
Firearms of the Napoleonic period were quite slow 
to reload. Two consecutive actions (i.e., two actions 
performed in the same turn, one after the other) are 
required to reload a musket or pistol. All soldiers start 
the game with loaded weapons, but if they shoot their 
have to reload in order to shoot again. Players can use a 
marker to show a soldier with discharged weapons.

Reloading Rifles
Reloading a Rifle was even slower than other firearms 
(Napoleon did not allow the use of Rifles for his light 
troops for this reason). To reflect this difference, a model 
equipped with a Rifle cannot shoot and reload (or reload 
and then shoot) in the same turn, even if it has the 
required number of actions. 
If a model reloads the rifle (2 actions) and has 1 action 
remaining, it can use it for moving, but not for shooting. 
The same applies if the model shoots (1 action): it can 
not use actions to reload in the same turn. 
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Ranged Combat Modifiers
Target is behind light cover:   -1
Target is behind heavy cover:   -2
Aimed shot (costing 2 actions):  -1 on the opponent’s Combat score 
Prone/fallen target:    -1 unless target is at Short range or less
Firing from horseback (except Bows):  -1
Firearm modifier:    see table below

Firearms Table
Type   Range  Modifier Double range   Triple range
Musket   L  +2  +1   0
Rifle   L  +2  +2   +1
Cavalry Carbine M  +1  0   NA
Pistol   S  +1  -1   NA
Obsolete firearms* S  +2**  -1   NA
Bow   S  0  -1   NA
 
* Match lock, wheel lock, Blunderbuss 
** Blunderbuss only: models in base-to-base contact with the target and in line of sight are themselves 
attacked, but at +1 only.
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Morale
A Morale check is a special kind of Quality check 
rolled on three dice.  On one failure, the model must 
immediately make one move towards the closest table 
edge (flee); on two failures, it must make two moves; on 
three failures, it automatically runs away or surrenders 
according to the scenario rules.  In both cases, the model 
is removed from play. 

Fleeing Models
A fleeing model must run towards the closest table 
edge but while doing so he must stay at least one Short 
move away from any enemy at any point of the fleeing 
move (fallen or dead enemies do not count!). If this is 
impossible, the fleeing model is removed from play. 
A fleeing model with one or more enemies in hand-
to-hand contact must disengage and receives one “free 
hack” attack from each adjacent opponent (see Leaving 
Hand-to-Hand combat). If he fails to disengage, he is 
automatically wounded.

When failing Morale rolls, a fallen/off balance model 
with no enemies in contact will use the first of his 
compulsive movements to stand up. So if the model 
rolled one failure it will just stand up, if it rolled two 
failures it will stand up and make one fleeing move. If 
it rolled three failures, the model is automatically out of 
action. In all other cases (fallen with adjacent enemies, 
etc) a model failing any Morale check is out of action 
(wounded). 

When to Make Morale Checks
Single models: when being charged or about to charge 
an opponent with the Fear special ability (unless the 
model has Fear or Fearless), or when an Infantry model 
is charged by cavalry.

Models with the Green special rule: when witnessing 
(i.e. in line of sight) an instant kill of any friendly model 
within 1 Long. 

All of a Player’s models: when the friendly Leader 
(or NCO if playing without a Leader) is wounded or 
killed.

All of a Player’s models: when the starting number of 
models falls below half strength, rounding fractions up.  
For example, a Squad of 9 soldiers will test when it loses 
the 5th model. If the number is halved again, the models 
need not to make another morale roll.

All of a Player’s models: when the enemy captures their 
Flag (see the Flag Bearer special rule).

Winning the Game
You win the game when your opponent’s Squad breaks 
(See Ending the Game) or flees from the table (as an 
effect of Morale test failure). 
Any player may withdraw after losing 50% of his soldiers. 
Scenario rules can specify different Victory conditions.
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Special Rules
Special rules are all the things that make one soldier 
different from another -- For example, because of 
particular skills or drill.  Advantageous special rules 
increase the cost of a model, and disadvantageous ones 
decrease it.

Cuirass
The model wears steel plate armor on its chest. Any time 
the model is beaten in combat by 1 point, the model 
does not recoil or fall – the cuirass turns the opponent’s 
blow and the combat round is a draw. A Cuirass does not 
protect a fallen model. A Cuirass is of no help against 
falling damage.

Elan
A model with this special rule has +1 on Quality rolls for 
activation purposes only.  Example: a Q4+ model with 
Élan will activate on a 3+, but will make all other Quality 
rolls against its standard value of 4+.

Engineer
A model with this special rule has  +1 on Combat rolls 
against doors, fences, and all linear obstacles (see Bashing 
down doors).

Fear
Some models exude Fear. When Fear-inspiring models 
charge, any model they charge must immediately make a 
Morale check with -1 to their Quality, unless Fearless. 
The same modifier applies to models wishing to charge 
enemies with the Fear special rule. Models rolling one or 
more failures on the morale roll do not flee but cannot 
perform a charge against the Fear-inducing enemy that 
turn. Models with Fear or Fearless special rules are 
immune to the effects of Fear.

Fearless 
Fearless models are immune to the effect of Fear. This 
rule negates the effects of Fear during a charge (see also 
“Cavalry charging infantry” rule). 

Flag Bearer
The model carries a Flag (or Fanion) belonging to his 
company or battalion. The flag encumbers the model 
and it fights at -1 on Hand-to-Hand combat unless he 
drops it.  When a Morale test cause a model to flee, it 
may run towards the flag (bearer) instead of towards the 
closest board edge. Models running to the flag must still 
avoid enemies within 1 Short in their path. However, 
the Flag Bearer is the first model to take a Morale test for 
Leader loss or for 50% losses in the Squad. 

The Flag Bearer can also be a valid rally point for a 
Regroup group action. Regrouping models must end the 
move with their bases adjacent to the flag bearer if there 
is space, or to another model adjacent to the flag bearer 
if there’s not enough space around the flag bearer.  

If the Flag bearer is wounded or killed, the Flag is 
dropped, and while it is on the ground it does not work 
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as a rally point. Any other friendly model can pick it up 
using 1 action. From that moment on the model carrying 
the Flag loses -1 C and cannot use two-handed weapons 
such as muskets.
This can occur multiple times. If an enemy picks up the 
Flag, the whole squad must make a Morale roll. If the 
Flag bearer is routed off the table, he is assumed to drop 
the flag at the beginning of his movement.

Green
Models with this trait represent younger or inexperienced 
troops not yet used to the gruesomeness of combat. 
Green models must make a Morale roll when witnessing 
an instant kill of any friendly models within 1 Long and 
in line of sight. In other words, whenever a friend is 
trebled in combat within 1 Long from a Green model, 
the Green model must pass a morale roll.

Leader
A Leader in SDS is an Officer (a Lieutenant or a Captain, 
rarely a Major). Leaders influence models’ quality and 
morale. Any friendly model within Long distance from 
a Leader (Short if one or both of them are in woods) 
has its Quality rolls (including Morale rolls) increased 
by one. The distance from a Leader is assessed the instant 
the model tries to activate, or checks morale.
The Leader’s bonus does not count if the leader has fallen 
or if the model cannot trace a line of sight to the Leader. 
Enemies do not obstruct the line of sight of a model 
to his Leader. The leader bonus applies even if enemies 
surround the Leader.
When a Leader is wounded or killed, all friendly models 
on the table must make a Morale test. Note that a model 
with the Leader (or NCO) special rule is mandatory in 
a squad.
Leaders may also attempt group activations, rolling to 
activate a group of 2 to 6 models with a single die roll. 
See p. 6.

Light (Infantry)
Light Infantrymen were trained to move across rough 
or wooded areas. Models with this special rule suffer 
no movement reduction when crossing these areas. 
The penalty for jumping over linear obstacles remains 
unchanged. 

Marksman
A model with this rule wounds an opponent just by 
beating his score in combat when firing an Aimed Shot 
at a range of 1 Medium or less. However, the bonus for 
the aimed shot (-1 to opponent’s C) does not apply.

Mounted
Mounted models have Long Movement and +1 on 
Combat in hand-to-hand versus any foot model. When a 
Mounted model receives a fallen/off balance result, both 
the rider and the horse are considered fallen/off balance. 
Mounted models suffer a -1 hand-to-hand Combat 
penalty when engaging opponent(s) who are in rough 
ground or woods. They cannot enter buildings or woods, 
nor use ladders or stairs.
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Musician
A Musician within Long from a Leader AND a Group 
gives one activation re-roll to that Group when making 
a group move. Roll for Group activation as normal (1, 2 
or 3 dice as you see fit), and then you can re-roll one die 
that failed. The re-rolled result is final. 
You can use this special rule only once per turn, so if 
you have more than one Group in range, only one will 
benefit from the re-roll. 

A Musician cannot give its bonus if it has fallen or if it is 
engaged in hand-to-hand combat.

NCO
A NCO (generally a Sergeant) is the second in command 
of a Squad. Much like a Leader, he can give a +1 leadership 
bonus on activation rolls to all soldiers within 1 Short 
from himself, but he cannot order Group Moves. A 
NCO benefits normally from the +1 to his own Quality 
when within 1 Long of a friendly Leader.
The NCO instantly takes command of the whole squad 
if the Officer is killed. From that moment on, the NCO 
acquires the full “Leader” special rule. All models in the 
squad must still pass a Morale test for Leader loss, but 
those within a Long from the NCO enjoy the +1 leader 
bonus. 
If the NCO is killed before taking command, the squad 
is not required to test Morale for Leader loss. 
If the NCO is killed after taking command, the squad is 
required to test Morale for Leader loss as normal (even if 
it already did when the Officer was killed).
Bonuses from a Leader and a NCO are not cumulative.

Poor Shot
A model with this special rule has -1 C when shooting.

Reluctant
A model with this special rule has -1 on Quality rolls for 
activation only.

Scout 
For each model with this special rule in the squad, add 1 
to the die roll when determining who is the defender, and 
therefore who will to set up the terrain for the battle. 

Short Move 
A model with Short Move uses the Short measuring stick 
when moving.

Slow 
Slow models can only make one movement per turn, 
regardless of how many activation successes they roll. 
The only time a Slow model can make two moves in a 
turn is when it is fleeing due to a failed Morale roll.
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Steadfast
Steadfast models have +1 on Morale test dice rolls.

Strong
A model with this special rule has +1 to the Combat roll 
for hand-to-hand only.

Unreliable
An Unreliable model has all Quality rolls at 5+ (do not 
apply any bonus) if more than 1 Medium from the 
Leader.
If a Group of Unreliable models receives a Group order, 
only the model nearest to the Leader needs to be in 
range. Unreliable models can only be grouped with other 
unreliable models.

Unpredictable
When you want to activate a model with this special rule, 
you must always roll 3 activation dice. Unpredictable 
models can only be grouped with other Unpredictable 
models.

Wavering
A model with this special rule has -1 for Quality rolls for 
Morale purposes only.

Weak
A model with this special rule has -1 for hand-to-hand 
Combat rolls. 

Designing Your Squad
Each player has 400 points to build his Squad. You 
can mix and match any kind of models but you must 
buy at least a Leader or NCO (at least one of them 
is mandatory). Models costing more than 80 points 
are called Personalities. You can choose up to three of 
personalities for your Squad.  1 Leader, 1 NCO and 3 
Personalities are the only limits you must observe.

National Features
The following rules make for a better game, but their use 
is strictly optional.

Each of the Major Nations’ Armies in the Napoleonic 
period had its own distinctive features. In SDS we 
depict such features with Special Rules and also with a 
general trait, which further shows the difference in battle 
behavior.

Austria: Light Cavalry Scouting
The Austrian player has +1 to his die roll when 
determining who is the defender. This is in addition to 
any model with the Scout special rule in the squad.

Britain: Courageous
Once per game, the British player can re-roll one Morale 
test. 

France: Leadership
Once per game, a turnover (i.e. 2 failures in an activation 
roll) can be ignored. The French player can go on trying 
to activate other models or groups but not the same 
model that failed.

Prussia: No Retreat
Once per game, the Morale test for Leader loss is made 
by all models using 2 dice only.

Russia: Stubborn
The Morale test for having lost half squad is made after 
the loss of 1 additional model.  Example: a Russian squad 
of 11 soldiers would be required to test Morale after losing 6 
models (half squad rounded up). Being Stubborn, Russians 
will instead test when they loose the 7th model.
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Scenarios
Forlorn Hope

A Forlorn Hope squad of volunteers has been selected 
for an attack on a portion of a small fortress.

Total Points: Attacker 500, defender 300

Terrain: lay out terrain according to the following map.

Deployment: half the defenders (rounded down) are on 
guard duty on the walls, the other half (including the 
Officer) are inside the building. Note that a NCO can 
be on guard duty. Attackers deploy anywhere within 2 
Long from the walls. 

Victory conditions: The Attacker wins if defenders 
surrender. Defenders surrender if they have lost half of 
the models to casualties, and there is at least half that 
number of enemy models inside the perimeter.   

Scenario special rules: Walls and Ladders must be 
1 Short. Attackers have 4 Ladders to climb the walls, 
assigned to individual models. Defenders on the walls 
benefit of hard cover (-2) when fired upon. Stairs inside 
the walls count as ladders for the purpose of movement. 

Defenders can run out of ammo more easily than normal: 
on an unmodified roll of 1 when firing, roll again: if 
the result is 1 or 2, the model has run out of ammo 
for the rest of the game, or until ammo is replenished. 
Ammo is inside the building. A model needs to enter 
the building (1 action), spend 1 action to take the 
ammunition box, and then can exit (1 action) to reload 
or distribute ammunitions to his comrades.  To do so, 
the model carrying the ammo must first be adjacent to 
one (or more) of his comrades, and then spend 1 action 
for each adjacent friend to hand over the ammunition. 
Once the ammunition is replenished, a model can reload 
normally, until it runs out of ammo again. 

Defenders failing any Morale check (1 or 2 failures) run 
for safety towards the building if on ground level, and 
toward the nearest stairs (and then toward the building) 
if on the walls. On 3 failures, a model simply throws away 
his weapon and surrenders.  The model is eliminated.
Attackers failing any Morale check (1 or 2 failures) follow 
standard morale rules if outside the walls. If on the walls, 
they jump down within the perimeter, taking falling 
damage. If within the walls on ground level, they try to 
hide behind the nearest stairs and remain there doing 
nothing until a friendly Officer (or NCO) comes within 
1Short from the model, allowing it to activate normally 
thereafter. If attacked while hidden, the opponent fights 
the model as if it has fallen.
Enemies on a wall cannot target models adjacent (in base 
contact) to the wall.
Positioning a ladder requires 1 action, using it to climb 
a wall requires 2 actions. There must be space on the 
rampart for a model to jump down the ladder and attack 
a nearby enemy.  The rampart is tight, i.e. a model cannot 
pass through friends.
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Foraging Mission
The defender’s squad is guarding a corral with livestock. 
Attackers have been ordered to attack the area, thus 
depriving the enemy of much needed supply.

Total Points: both Players have 400 points to form their 
squads

Terrain: lay out terrain according to the following map.
 The corral is made of a low stone wall (hard cover for 
game purposes).

Deployment: The defender’s squad is deployed as 
follows:
On sentry duty (see map): 6 models
Inside the tent: Officer (and NCO if present) and the 
rest of the squad.
The attacker’s squad is deployed in any wooded area 
within 1M from the table edge.

Scenario special rules: the scenario takes place at dusk, 
so line of sight is reduced to 2L.
The defender’s models on sentry duty have fixed 
(1Medium) movement (this movement is automatic; 
i.e., do not roll for activation): 
-Model 1 back and forth in front of the fence door;
-Models 2, 3 and 4 circling inside the fence;
-Models 5 and 6 standing in front of the corral 
entrance.
Determine who goes first as per standard rules. The 
attacker activates and moves normally. The defender can 

move only models on sentry duty (see above) until the 
end of an opponent’s turn in which one of the following 
occurs:
-An attacker’s model enters the corral (animals get 
nervous and reveal the intruder);
-A shot is fired;
-A model on sentry is attacked in hand-to-hand 
combat;
-An ambusher is spotted within 2L.

After ambush is revealed, defender’s models behave 
normally (i.e. roll for activation and act) but no Leader 
(or NCO) bonus can be used by models on sentry, as 
long as the Officer and/or the NCO are inside the tent.  
Models inside the tent benefit from the Leader activation 
bonus. The first action of a model inside the tent is to get 
out (moving 1S).  After that initial action, the model can 
move, fire and attack normally. As soon as the Leader is 
out of the tent, his activation bonus applies to all models 
within 1 Long as normal.
Models behind the fence benefit of light cover.
Both the fence and the corral doors are closed. It takes an 
action to open or close them. 
 
Victory conditions: normal rules and morale tests apply 
to attackers.  Defenders test normally (3 dice) but single 
models surrender with only 2 failures (instead of 3). The 
following Morale rules apply to defenders:
-For 50% losses: Morale failure movements must be done 
toward the fence. When inside the fence models stop 
fleeing (remember that door is closed, and that models 
can jump over the fence moving 1S);
-For Leader loss: test the NCO (if present) first. On 2 
or 3 failures the entire squad surrenders. On 1 or no 
failures go on testing all other models. If the NCO is 
killed during a subsequent turn, the defending squad 
surrenders.
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Assault at the Farm
A farm in a wooded area is strategically important, as 
it allows control of a bridge. The attacking squad must 
clear the area, to allow the passage of troops over the 
bridge.

Total Points: Defender 400, Attacker 520

Terrain: lay out terrain according to the following map.

Deployment: Defender must deploy 50% of his models 
in the fenced in area of the Farm.  The balance may be 
deployed anywhere on the north bank of the river. The 
attacker must deploy within 1 Long from the south table 
edge. Dice normally for initiative.

Victory conditions: normal

Scenario special rules: the Defenders that fail a Morale 
test always flee towards the Farm, not towards the nearest 
table edge. The river is not fordable. 
Any model recoiling into the river must make a Quality 
roll or drowns. In any case, the water will spoil his shot 
and powder.  The model can not fire anymore until he 
picks up musket and ammo from a wounded model.

Models can enter the farm only through the door 
(possibly by bashing it). Inside the farm building and 

on the bridge models cannot pass through friends (tight 
quarters). Up to 2 models can be placed side by side on 
the bridge and up to 3 in the short side of the farm.

Line of Sight and Arc of fire through windows 
Models can fire through windows, but only with an arc 
of fire of 45°. Anything out of this arc and near to the 
wall cannot be seen.  

Rosters
On the following pages you’ll find profiles for Napoleonic 
troops of the five Major Powers. Profiles are arranged on 
a national basis.  You are always free to mix and match 
your squad as you see fit, providing not to break historical 
alliances (France against all other Countries). Profiles for 
so-called Minor Nations will be provided as a separate 
supplement or in the Free Hack webzine.

Remember that 1 Leader per Squad is compulsory 
(Officer or NCO) and that you can include a maximum 
of three personalities (i.e. models costing more than 80 
points) in your Squad. Leaders are shown in bold.
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Name Points Q C Weapons Special Rules

Infantry Officer 60 3 2Sword, pistol Leader
Mounted Inf. Officer 72 3 2Sword, pistol Leader, Mounted
Infantry NCO 56 3 2Sword, musket NCO
Line Infantryman 26 4 2Musket None
Line Voltigeur 33 4 2Musket Light
Line Grenadier 32 4 2Musket Strong
Line Conscript 23 4 2Musket Green
National Guard 12 5 2Musket Green, Wavering
Line Veteran 40 3 2Musket Steadfast
Line Elite 50 3 3Musket Steadfast
Porte-Fanion 36 3 2Sword Flag Bearer
Drummer Boy 16 3 1None Musician
Guard Officer 75 2 2Sword, Pistol Leader
Guard NCO 66 3 3Musket, Sword NCO
Young Guard 55 2 3Musket None
Old Guard 93 2 4Musket Fear
Light Infantry Officer 82 3 2Sword, pistol Light, Élan, Leader
Light Infantry NCO 66 3 2Musket, Sword NCO, Light
Light Inf. Chasseur 42 4 2Musket Light, Élan
Light Inf. Carabinier 48 4 2Musket Light, Élan, Strong
Light Inf. Voltigeur 50 4 2Musket Light, Élan, 

Marksman
Sapper 30 4 2Axe, Blunderbuss Engineer, Strong
Light Cavalry Officer 84 3 2Sword, pistol Mtd, Leader, Elan 
Heavy Cavalry Officer 102 3 3Sword, pistol Mtd, Fear, Leader
Guard Cavalry Officer 113 2 3Sword, pistol Mtd, Leader, Strong
Cavalry NCO 62 3 2Sword, carbine Mtd, NCO
Trumpeter 34 3 1Sword Mtd, Musician
Hussar 44 4 2Sword, carbine Mtd, Élan 
Chasseur 39 4 2Sword, carbine Mtd, Scout
Chevau Légere (Lancer) 56 4 3Sword, lance Mtd, Élan 
Dragoon 56 3 3Sword, carbine Mtd
Cuirassier, Carabinier 86 3 3Sword, carbine Mtd, Fear, Cuirass
Guard Mameluke 70 3 2Sword, Blunderbuss, 

Pistol
Mtd, Fear, Steadfast

Guard Chasseur 52 3 2Sword, carbine Mtd, Steadfast
Guard Lancer (Polish) 88 3 3Sword, lance Mtd, Fear, Steadfast
Guard Grenadier 108 2 4Sword, carbine Mtd, Fear
Empress Dragoon 82 3 3Sword, carbine Mtd, Fear, Steadfast
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Name Points Q C Weapons Special Rules

Infantry Officer 60 3 2Sword, pistol Leader
Mounted Inf. Officer 72 3 2Sword, pistol Leader, Mounted
Infantry NCO 46 3 2Halberd NCO
Line Center Company 26 4 2Musket None
Line Light Company 33 4 2Musket Light
Line Grenadier Company 33 4 2Musket Strong
Line Infantry Conscript 23 4 2Musket Green
Line Infantry Veteran 40 3 2Musket Steadfast
Highlander Officer 70 3 3Sword, pistol Leader
Highlander NCO 66 3 3Musket, Sword NCO
Highlander 50 3 3Musket Steadfast
Standard Bearer 42 3 2Sword Flag Bearer, Steadfast
Drummer Boy 16 3 1None Musician
Foot Guard Officer 70 3 3Sword, pistol Leader
Foot Guard NCO 66 3 3Musket, Sword NCO
Foot Guard 58 3 3Musket Steadfast, Strong
Scots Guard 68 3 4Musket Steadfast, Strong
Rifles Officer 98 3 2Rifle, Sword Leader, Elan, Light
Rifles NCO 84 3 2Rifle, Sword NCO, Elan, Light
Rifleman 47 4 2Rifle Light, Élan
Rifles, Chosen man 54 4 2Rifle Light, Élan, Marksman
Sapper 39 4 2Axe, Musket Engineer, Strong
Light Cavalry Officer 80 3 2Sword Leader, Elan, Mtd
Heavy Cavalry Officer 138 2 3Sword Leader, Elan, Fear, Mtd
Light Cavalry NCO 74 3 2Sword, carbine NCO, Elan, NCO
Heavy Cavalry NCO 96 3 3Sword NCO, Elan, Fear, Mtd
Hussar 48 4 2Sword, carbine Mtd, Élan, Scout 
Light Dragoon 51 4 3Sword, carbine Mtd, Élan 
Dragoon 68 3 3Sword, carbine Mtd, Élan 
Trumpeter 34 3 1Sword Mtd, Musician
Life/Horse Guard 88 3 3Sword, carbine Mtd, Élan, Fear
Guard Dragoon/KGL 98 3 4Sword, carbine Mtd, Élan, Fear
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Name Points Q C Weapons Special Rules
Infantry Officer 60 3 2Sword, pistol Leader
Mounted Inf. Officer 72 3 2Sword, pistol Leader, Mounted
NCO 56 3 2Sword, Musket NCO
Line Musketeer 26 4 2Musket None
Line Fusilier 33 4 2Musket Light
Line Grenadier 32 4 2Musket Strong
Landwehr (Militia) 18 4 2Musket Green, Unreliable
Reservist Musketeer 21 5 2Musket Strong
Reservist Fusilier 22 5 2Musket Light
Leib-Fusilier/Musketeer 40 3 2Musket Steadfast
Standard Bearer 42 3 2Sword Flag Bearer, Steadfast
Drummer 16 3 1None Musician
Guard Grenadier 58 3 3Musket Steadfast, Strong
Jaeger (Light Inf.) 
Officer

82 3 2Sword, pistol Leader, Elan, Light

Jaeger (Light Inf.) NCO 78 3 2Sword, Musket NCO, Elan, Light
Jaeger (Light Infantry) 42 4 2Musket Light, Élan
Schuetzen (Sharpshooter) 50 4 2Musket Light, Élan, Marksman
Guard Jaeger 54 3 2Musket Light, Marksman
Sapper 39 4 2Axe, Musket Engineer, Strong
Light Cavalry Officer 80 3 2Sword Leader, Elan, Mtd
Heavy Cavalry Officer 108 3 3Sword Leader, Cuirass, Fear, Mtd
Light Cavalry NCO 74 3 2Sword, carbine NCO, Elan, Mtd
Heavy Cavalry NCO 102 3 3Sword, carbine NCO, Cuirass, Fear, Mtd
Trumpeter 34 3 1Sword Mtd, Musician
Hussar 48 4 2Sword, carbine Mtd, Élan, Scout 
Uhlan (Lancer) 48 4 2Sword, lance Mtd, Élan  
Dragoon 68 3 3Sword, carbine Mtd, Élan 
Landwehr Cavalryman 39 4 2Sword, lance Mtd
Guard Uhlan 82 3 3Sword, lance Mtd, Fear
Leib-Hussar (Elite) 58 3 2Sword, carbine Mtd, Élan 
Cuirassier 86 3 3Sword, carbine Mtd, Fear, Cuirass
Garde du Corps (Elite 
Cuirass.)

120 2 4Sword, carbine Mtd, Fear, Cuirass
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Name Points Q C Weapons Special Rules
Infantry Officer 60 3 2Sword, pistol Leader
Mounted Inf. Officer 72 3 2Sword, pistol Leader, Mounted
Infantry NCO 56 3 2Sword, 

Musket
NCO

Line Infantryman 26 4 2Musket None
Line Grenadier 39 4 3Musket Strong
Freikorps (Volunteers) 21 4 2Musket Weak
Landwehr (Militia) 18 4 2Musket Green, Unreliable
Line Veteran 34 3 2Musket None
Line Conscript 23 4 2Musket Green
Jaeger/Grenzer 
Officer

70 3 2Sword, pistol Leader, Light

Jaeger/Grenzer NCO 66 3 2Sword, 
Musket

NCO, Light

Jaeger (Light Infantry) 47 4 2Rifle Light, Élan
Grenzer (Frontier 
Guards)

45 4 2Musket Light, Scout, Marksman

Standard Bearer 42 3 2Sword Flag Bearer, Steadfast
Drummer 16 3 1None Musician
Sapper 39 4 2Axe, Musket Engineer, Strong
Light Cavalry Officer 72 3 2Sword, pistol Leader, Mtd
Dragoon Officer 98 3 3Sword Leader, Fear, Mtd
Light Cavalry NCO 58 3 2Sword, pistol NCO, Mtd
Dragoon NCO 84 3 3Sword NCO, Fear, Mtd
Mounted Freikorps 21 4 1Sword Mtd
Trumpeter 34 3 1Sword Mtd, Musician
Hussar 52 3 2Sword, 

carbine
Mtd, Scout 

Uhlan 48 4 2Sword, lance Mtd, Élan  
Dragoon 51 4 3Sword, 

carbine
Mtd, Élan 

Cuirassier Officer 108 3 3Sword Leader, Cuirass, Fear, Mtd
Cuirassier NCO 94 3 3Sword NCO, Cuirass, Fear, Mtd
Cuirassier 86 3 3Sword, 

carbine
Mtd, Fear, Cuirass
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Name Points Q C Weapons Special Rules
Infantry Officer 60 3 2Sword, pistol Leader
Mounted Inf. 
Officer

72 3 2Sword, pistol Leader, Mounted

Infantry NCO 56 3 2Sword, Musket NCO
Line Musketeer 30 4 2Musket Steadfast
Line Grenadier 32 4 2Musket Strong
Opolchenije 
(Militia)

11 4 2Pike Green, Slow

Line Veteran 40 3 2Musket Steadfast
Line Conscript 18 4 2Musket Green, Weak
Jaeger Officer 82 3 2Sword, pistol Leader, Elan, Light
Jaeger NCO 78 3 2Sword, Musket NCO, Elan, Light
Jaeger 42 4 2Musket Light, Élan
Jaeger Carabineer 47 4 2Rifle Light, Élan
Standard Bearer 42 3 2Sword Flag Bearer, Steadfast
Drummer 16 3 1None Musician
Elite Grenadiers 58 3 3Musket Steadfast, Strong
Guard Grenadier 68 3 4Musket Steadfast, Strong
Guard Jaeger 60 3 2Rifle Light, Marksman
Sapper 39 4 2Axe, Musket Engineer, Strong
Light Cavalry 
Officer

84 3 2Sword, pistol Leader, Elan, Mtd

Dragoon Officer 94 3 3Sword, pistol Leader, Elan, Mtd
Light Cavalry 
NCO

74 3 2Sword, carbine NCO, Elan, Mtd

Dragoon NCO 84 3 3Sword, carbine NCO, Elan, Mtd
Trumpeter 34 3 1Sword Mtd, Musician
Hussar 44 4 2Sword, carbine Mtd, Élan 
Uhlan 48 4 2Sword, lance Mtd, Élan  
Dragoon 51 4 3Sword, carbine Mtd, Élan 
Cuirassier 
Officer

112 3 3Sword, pistol Leader, Cuirass, Fear, Mtd

Cuirassier NCO 102 3 3Sword, carbine NCO, Cuirass, Fear, Mtd
Cuirassier 86 3 3Sword, carbine Mtd, Fear, Cuirass
Cossack 46 3 2Sword, lance Mtd, Wavering, Unpredictable, 

Scout
Bashkir, Kalmuck 38 3 1Lance, bow Mtd, Unpredictable, Scout
Guard Uhlan 82 3 3Sword, lance Mtd, Fear
Guard Hussar 58 3 2Sword, carbine Mtd, Élan 
Guard Dragoons 68 3 3Sword, carbine Mtd, Élan 
Guard Cuirassiers 94 3 3Sword, carbine Mtd, Fear, Cuirass, Strong
Guard Cossacks 51 4 2Sword, lance, pistol Mtd, Élan 
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Background Notes

Troop Types
Too often, enthusiasts of the Napoleonic period forget 
that the army organization and specialized terms can be 
confusing for people new to this period. Few words have 
been expended in the Introduction, but here we would 
like to mention (without any claim to exhaustiveness) 
at least all troop types mentioned in the Rosters, so that 
players can find themselves more comfortable with these 
terms and, hopefully, will feel the desire to learn more.

Infantry
In the years covered by these rules (1796-1815), armies 
fought their battles strictly organized in units. The basic 
maneuvering unit was the Battalion (about 6-700 strong, 
up to over 1000 in the Austrian Army). Battalions (2 
to 5) formed Regiments and were usually grouped in 
Brigades of 2 regiments. Two-three Brigades formed a 
Division, and 2-4 Divisions formed a Corps. Though 
this rough scheme is not universal, it gives an idea of the 
building blocks of a Napoleonic Army.

Line Infantry (the vast majority of an Army) fought in 
close order.  Soldiers were trained to fight shoulder to 
shoulder in line, column and square formation during 
their training camp.  Sometimes this camp of instruction 
was very short if circumstances so dictated. The basic 
difference between lines and columns was the unit’s 
frontage.  A line was usually 3 ranks deep (2 ranks for 
British) and its frontage was very wide (about 200 m. for 
a 600 man battalion). 

The line had great firepower as the first two ranks could 
fire their weapons all at once (a volley), but suffered in 
maneuvering.  It was very difficult to have 600 men move 
and keep the cohesion and alignment needed.
Bearing in mind that Volley Fire was unaimed and 
a good shot could fire just 3-4 rounds in a minute, 
it is understandable how the firepower of a line was 
important. 

A column frontage was much narrower and the unit 
was very deep (national differences are too many to be 
listed here). Being packed in a column almost nullified 
firepower (only the first rank could fire) but allowed 
quicker maneuvering and more flexibility in turning 
(wheeling, as it is usually called in wargaming parlance).  
This formation boosted the morale of the soldiers, as 
they felt protected by comrades all around them.

The square was a formation only used against cavalry 
charges.  Soldiers were trained to form into a formation 
called a square, with all sides facing outside. A square 
appeared as a wall of flesh and bayonets to the charging 
horse and usually mounted troops were unable to do any 
harm, pointlessly circling around the square to find holes 
to exploit. Squares, however, were the perfect target for 
artillery, being almost immobile and very dense.
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Almost all Nations’ Line infantry battalions had so-
called elite companies: Grenadiers and Light companies. 
Tactical manuals of the period required the grenadiers to 
be the strongest, tallest, bravest and more experienced 
men of the battalion.  Light infantrymen were specialized 
in fighting in open order.  Their mission was to harass the 
enemy formations including special targets like Officers 
and gunners.  Light Infantrymen were supposed to be 
smaller, agile and with a good degree of marksmanship, 
and were trained to use terrain at their advantage, hiding 
in cover and operating in small groups.
While grenadiers were always so named, light infantrymen 
were so called in Britain, Voltigeurs in France and 
Fusiliers in Prussia. Austria and Russia had no Light 
Infantry companies included in their Line battalions.

In Light Infantry battalions the concept of open order 
fighting was spread to the whole battalion. Not just the 
light company, but the entire battalion could deploy in an 
open formation making for a difficult target for artillery 
fire as well as musket volleys. This was called skirmish 
order, and was a prerogative of the French Armies in 
the early years of the Napoleonic period. Light Infantry 
skirmisher lines, harassing the enemy with aimed shots at 
will, were the nightmare of French enemies until almost 
all Armies started to employ these tactics, sometimes 
showing a higher skill than the French masters.

In reality, not all “Light” battalions were really trained 
in this kind of warfare.  In 20 years of continuous wars 
all around Europe, with an astonishing loss rate, most 
armies started to find it difficult to provide the special 
training required by these specialized troops.  Gradually 
the “light” word lost its real meaning, and become a mere 
question of uniform color and esprit de corps.
There is a wide variety of light infantry battalions: 
Jaeger (the German term for hunter) in Austria, Prussia 
and Russia, Schuetzen in German-speaking countries, 
Grenzer (border guards) in Austria. In Britain’s Armies, 
the skirmishing duties were usually left to light companies 
of line battalions, with the exception of Rifles.  Among 
these battalions was the famous 95th rifle regiment, the 
dark-green uniformed soldiers celebrated in literature 
and movies.
It is worth noting that the rifle was used also by other 
light infantry units, but not by the French, as Napoleon 
considered this weapon too slow to reload. 
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Cavalry
European Armies relied on Cavalry for very different 
duties: scouting, harassing supply lines, pursuit of a 
defeated enemy and – last but not least – charging.
Cavalry was usually organized in Regiments of 4 
Squadrons (each about 100 strong).  Sometimes they 
were used in support of infantry Divisions and sometimes 
they were deployed in independent Cavalry Divisions or 
even Cavalry Corps.

Like the infantry, there are different cavalry types 
according to battlefield function and training.   The two 
general types of cavalry are Light and Heavy cavalry.

Light Cavalry (Hussars, Chasseurs, Lancers, Uhlans, 
Cossacks and Mounted Jaegers) were primarily used 
for pre- and post-battle activity: screening, scouting 
and pursuit. Even if it is common to find light cavalry 
employed in charges against enemy positions, the duty 
of smashing the enemy with the sheer weight of a massed 
charge was a task for Heavy Cavalry. With few exceptions 
(e.g., the mounted Grenadiers of the French Imperial 
Guard) heavy cavalry is synonymous with Cuirassiers: 
tall men on large horses, with bristling cuirasses and 
helmets, charging at full speed against terrified enemies.

In between the two types (and sometimes referred to as 
Medium Cavalry) we find the Dragoons. The original 
role of Dragoons was to act as mounted infantry to 
move fast on the battlefield and dismount to fight with 
carbines.  Dragoons of the Napoleonic era still had this 
capabillity but were usually employed as heavy cavalry to 
charge home.
In Britain, Dragoons were further divided in Light and 
Heavy, with the former being employed as light cavalry 
and the latter being considered shock (heavy) cavalry in 
all respects.

Different countries had different names for Lancers: 
Chevau légere-Lanciers for the French, Uhlans for 
Austria, Russia and Poland. Sometimes second rate 
cavalry (like the Landwehr Cavalry in Prussia in 1813, 
or some Cossacks Pulks or regiments) were armed with 
lances just because no other weapons were available.   
These units were not necessarily trained with the lance 
and were not terribly effective.
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Artillery
No description of Napoleonic period warfare could be 
complete without mentioning the Arm which caused the 
biggest number of casualties: the Artillery.
Each battery had from 6-12 guns depending on the 
battlefield role and the nation.  The number of batteries 
fielded by all Armies increased steadily during this 
period as battlefield doctrine changed.  All sides learned 
to appreciate the effect of massed artillery fire. Napoleon 
(a former artillery officer himself ) was known for his 
expertise with Artillery and for the skill he possessed in 
positioning artillery batteries.

Guns were organized in batteries by caliber: light artillery 
(4-6 pounders), medium artillery (8-9 pounders) and 
heavy artillery (12 pounders and over).  Composition of 
batteries varied consistently among different Armies, but 
the inclusion of howitzers was not uncommon in most 
medium batteries.

Artillery basically fired round shot or canister/
grapeshot. 
Round shot (a single, non-exploding ball fired at ranged 
targets) relied on bounces to maximize its deadly effect 
on enemy formations: the more ranks were hit by the 
ball, the more losses were caused.
Canister was used at short range, pouring a swath of 
metal debris upon the unfortunate targets. Canister fire 
was feared by the soldiers of this period.

Another important distinction was the difference 
between Foot and Horse Artillery batteries.  Foot 
Batteries’ crew followed the gun’s movements on foot 
(the guns themselves were limbered to horses), while 
Horse batteries’ artillerymen were all mounted.
While having to rely on a lower caliber weapon, Horse 
Artillery could move faster on the battlefield than 
heavier batteries and could be repositioned in a short 
time.  Heavy Artillery batteries, by contrast, had a very 
long range and could spread panic in enemy lines, but 
were more difficult to move.   This was a weakness when 
the battery had to be repositioned to support an advance 
or when the battery was obliged to withdrawal from an 
advancing enemy.
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Zooming on Song of Drums and Shakos

The above quick and non-exhaustive notes on the Armies 
organization and troop types refer to the Battalion as the 
smallest maneuvering unit on the battlefield.
Song of Drums and Shakos does not fit in the overall 
picture we have just outlined.  Here we deal with single 
soldiers, organized in a Squad. The number of soldiers 
that you will use in your skirmishes is well below a half-
section (less than a quarter of a Company, which was 
about 1/6th of a Battalion). Sometimes, if you choose to 
field a picked group of elite soldiers, you will find yourself 
commanding 5-6 models - a small party indeed.
So which kind of actions do we envisage for such small-
scale engagements?
Some examples are given in the Scenarios supplied with 
these rules. Rear-guard actions, foraging missions, escort 
duties or similar limited tasks were often assigned to 
what we call squads.
When creating your own scenarios, just think that 
everything happening in real life happened also during 
wartime in 1800’s. There was correspondence to be 
delivered (and intercepted), valuables to be confiscated 
(or stolen) and then sent somewhere, episodes of 
espionage and ladies to be rescued from invaders. 
Looters and deserters were very common and military 
police operations can be a source of scenarios for your 
games. During certain periods, in some countries, the 
“guerrillas” were very active against the invaders (Spain, 
Russia) and their actions rarely went above the level of 
game size we cover here.
Our advice is - be creative!  In future issues of the 
Free Hack webzine, Ganesha Games will publish new 
scenarios for SDS.
For those of you that are looking for “Minor Nations” stats 
(Spain, Portugal, Italy, Grand Duchy of Warsaw, Rhine 
Confederation, Saxony, Bavaria, Ottoman Empire and 
many other) we say just be patient. Maybe sooner than 
you expect, we could publish an expansion containing 
all of them, with new Special Rules and Scenarios.  

Suggested Reading
Do you want to know more about the Napoleonic wars? 
I always suggest “The Campaigns of Napoleon” by 
David Chandler. It’s my favourite reference book and it 
reads like a novel. Also the books of Scotty Bowden and 
Charlie Tarbox are a precious source of information, and 
finally all the books by Philip Haythornthwaite offer a 
quick and exhaustive historical introduction and tons of 
colour plates with uniforms.
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Activation procedure
Roll Q or more on 1,2 or 3 dice.
Every success= one action. Two failures = turn over
1 always fails. 6 always succeeds.

Action costs
1 move = 1 action
1 attack= 1 action (max. 1 attack per turn)
1 power attack or aimed shot= 2 actions
leaving HTH combat=  2 actions
standing up= 1 action
Reloading= 2 actions
Reloading Rifle= 2 actions, can’t fire the same turn it is 
reloaded

HTH Combat procedure
 Adjacent models roll 1d+Combat factor. 

HTH Combat modifiers
Fighting multiple enemies: -1 per extra enemy
Mounted vs non-mounted: +1
Attacking Fallen foe: +2 with quick kill
Defending obstacle/higher ground: +1
Power attack: -1 on opponent’s C (2 actions)
Ambush bonus: +1
Fighting with a Better weapon: +1
Mounted model fighting in rough ground or against any 
model in rough or woods: -1
Model is carrying a Flag (including models with Flag 
Bearer special rule): -1

Better Weapon Winning Combat: automatic 
knockdown
Better Weapon Losing Combat:  Combat total decreased 
by -1. 

Ranged Combat Procedure
Shooter and target roll 1d+Combat factor
Only shooter can affect target

Ranged Combat Modifiers
Target protected by light cover= -1
Target protected by heavy cover= -2 
Aimed shot= -1 on Target’s C (2 actions)
Fallen target: -1 unless target is at Short range or less
Firing from horseback (except Bows):  -1
Firearm/Range modifiers: see Table 

Type  Range Modifier  Double Triple    
Musket  L +2  +1 0
Rifle   L +2  +2 +1
Cavalry Carbine   M +1  0 NA
Pistol  S +1  -1 NA
Obsolete firearm S +2  -1 NA
Bow  S 0  -1 NA
 
Combat results
Beaten with odd number on die= recoil.
Beaten with even number on die= knocked down
Doubled= wounded/outof action
Trebled= instant kill

When to test Morale
Infantry Charged by Cavalry
Loss of a Leader
Flag captured
Green troop Witnessing Instant Kill within 1L distance
Squad reduced to 50%

Morale test procedure
Roll Q+ on 3 dice
3 successes= model stands
1 failure= 1 fleeing move
2 failures= 2 fleeing moves
3 failures = destroyed

Morale modifiers
Steadfast= +1
Leader within 1L and in LOS= +1

Permission granted to reproduce this sheet for personal 
use. © 2008 Ganesha Games

Quick Reference Sheet
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Ganesha Games 

presents:
Song of Blades and Heroes

Play the game that started it all! A fast-playing fantasy skirmish game 
that can be played with any figures, in any scale. No book keeping, 
no hassle, more than 180 profiles included and you can create your 
own with the free software provided on the Song of Blades Yahoo 
group. 

Song of Gold and Darkness
Dungeon delving rules for Song of Blades and Heroes.$8 pdf, 
available now.

Song of Wind and Water
Wilderness rules for Song of Blades and Heroes. $8 pdf, available 
now.

Mutants and Death Ray Guns
Pit your band of mutant humanoids, mutated plants, robots, 
androids, mutated animals and the zombie-like Wretched against 
the dangers of the post-holocaust world. MDRG is a set of fast-
playing, campaign-based miniature rules based on the popular Song 
of Blades and Heroes mechanics. Note: this is a complete,  stand 
alone product. Purchase of Song of Blades is not necessary.

Familiars The RPG of magical pets
In a world where magic is a crime punishable with death, magic-
users entrust their pets with their secrets -- and their own lives. Play 
a cat who walks through walls, a toad who can turn invisible, a 
raven who can call rain... Familiars is a simple, fast, role playing 
game that lets you play a magical animal working for a powerful 
wizard. Choose from:14 playable character types (bats, cats, dogs, 
ravens, doves, homunculi, lizards, magpies, mice, owls, rabbits, 
shrews, snakes, toads); Select from: 40 magic powers.  This book 
also contains a beginning adventure that can be the springboard of 
your first campaign.  Read the reviews and buy the $5 PDF on the 
Familiars blog: http://familiarsrpg.blogspot.com
Buy the book on: www.lulu.com/songofblades

FREE HACK webzine
FREE HACK is an irregular, free pdf publication entirely devoted 
to Ganesha Games products. It features scenarios, FAQs, variant 
rules, designer notes and more. Download it from www.lulu.com/
songofblades or from the online shops selling Ganesha Games 
products.

Song of Arthur and Merlin
This supplement for Song of Blades and Heroes will bring both 
Arthurian myth and history to your tabletop. Written by Daniel 
Mersey. Available: Christmas 2008

New Games in development:

Fear and Faith
Monsters from mankind’s worst nightmares come alive in this set of  
fast playing horror miniature rules based on the popular Song of Blades 
mechanics. Fight vampires, ghosts, werewolves, witches and other 
bloodcurdling  monstrosities right out of folklore books and horror movies.
Note: this is a complete, stand alone product. Purchase of Song of Blades 
is not necessary.

Mighty Monsters
A set of fast-playing giant monster combat rules in the tradition of the 
Japanese giant monster movies. Create your colossal monsters and stomp the 
city, destroy whole armies with your radioactive breath. Mighty Monsters 
includes rules for Blobs, Giant robots, Giant Tokusatsu Heroes and Alien 
Invasion Forces, and pre-designed monsters to start playing immediately. 
You can even play the Army! Note: This is a stand alone product based on 
the Song of Blades engine. Purchase of Song of Blades and Heroes is not 
necessary.

Assault on Neo Tokyo
The first expansion for Mutants and Death Ray Guns will feature many 
new character types, new weapons, vehicle rules and much more. Play 
Cyber-Ninjas, Zomborgs, Cyber Samurais and eight-legged spider Tanks. 
Note: this is a supplement for Mutants and Death Ray Guns. Based on a 
15mm miniature line by Kremlin Miniatures.

Power Legion
Superheroes get the Song of Blades treatment in this fast playing 
superpowered miniature system. Create any hero or villain out of comics 
or movies, build a team and fight for truth, justice, freedom... or be a villain 
and conquer the world!

Song of the Dragon Kings
Chinese mythology comes alive on your tabletop. This Asian fantasy 
supplement for Song of Blades and Heroes is based on the Tales of the 
Dragon Kings 28mm miniature line from Black Hat Miniatures and will 
feature characters from Journey to the West.

Tales of Bladses and Heroes
This is the universal fantasy roleplaying game based on the Song of 
Blades and Heroes mechanics. Create a chaarcter in 10 minutes and go 
adventuring! TBH is especially designed to be easy on the Game Master. 
The book includes three introductory scenarios and pregenerated characters 
to start playing immediately.


